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This paper attempts to design a high voltage gain quadratic boost dc-dc converters. Four 
different design topologies were considered by their high voltage gain cells which were studied 
and analyzed through performance and component analysis. Component analysis is performed 
for the four topologies of high gain quadratic boost DC-DC converters by surveying and 
examining different elements used in the four topologies to obtain the best suitable option as per 
the size and cost. Henceforth, performance analysis is performed to find power loss across each 
element used in all four circuits. Further, from the results of performance and component 
analysis of the design topologies of high gain quadratic boost DC-DC converters; the lightweight 
and cheap topology for high gain DC-DC conversion are selected. Moreover, the mode of 
operation of the superior topology obtained from the comparative study on the family of high 
gain topologies is studied and analyzed. Subsequently, the selected circuit is also explored 
through simulation analysis for which the operation and waveforms are obtained. This work also 
focused on identifying the type of switch fault and worked on the remedial measures to rectify 
the switch fault to ensure the smooth working of the converter whenever the fault occurs. 
Finally, a 40 W prototype is built to validate the results obtained from the analytical and 
simulation study which is carried out in MATLAB/Simulink. 
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1. Introduction 
There are numerous types of high step-up converters that are used in the different 

application. High gain dc-dc converters are a category of switched mode power supply 

which requires power semiconductor devices and minimum one element that is used for 

energy storage, a combination of either capacitor or inductor or both. Converter used in 

electronic devices such as the mobile, laptop, and other portable electronic equipment are 

mainly supplied with power from batteries. Switched power converters offer a technique to 

supply high voltage from low battery voltage thus reduction in space as an alternative use 

of several batteries for the same. The voltage supplied by many small power generating 

sources and small power devices like the battery is usually low in amplitude. Therefore, a 

boost type layout with high voltage conversion ratio is essential to connect this voltage to a 

load or an inverter. Another imperative point for a dc-dc converter is to drain steady current 

with least possible ripple.  

 

 Consequently, the combination of these two features plays an important role and thus 

we come with a topology which features this combination and rollout the output to be used 

in many applications. In literature, many topologies are derived to achieve high voltage 

gain. The most commonly used techniques are using high step-up cells like voltage 

multiplier, voltage-lift cells, coupled inductor [1]-[5] and so on. In these types of high step-

up converters, the interleaving technique is incorporated in the converter to reduce the 

ripple content in the input current [3]-[5]. There is always a trade-off in the selection of 

switching frequency due to the increase in switching loss and less energy volume of passive 

components [6]. Ripple analysis and design consideration of these types of converters are 
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discussed in [7]. High gain converters are employed in numerous applications such as 

battery-powered systems, HID lamp ballasts for automobile headlamps, and 

telecommunication equipment [8]-[10]. In the last decade, the dynamic, ripple and soft-

switching analysis of high gain converters are explored to improve its performance [11] 

[12]. Multi-input dc-dc converters are derived with higher voltage conversion ratio in [13]. 

In literature, cost and weight analysis of the components in the converters are not yet fully 

explored especially for high gain converters. In this paper, an attempt is made to analyze 

the above-mentioned attributes. 

 

 The quadratic boost converter is a single switch topology with the two-stage boost 

converter. The converter is utilized to boost the input voltage to get high output voltage 

using a single switch. The converter gain and passive components value can be 

theoretically determined using design equations obtained from the steady-state analysis. To 

attain high voltage gain, the duty cycle of power switch must be substantial, resulting in 

high switching loss and degrading the converter efficiency. The diode current also becomes 

a narrow pulse with a high instantaneous value and severed reverse recovery loss. To 

overcome the above-mentioned disadvantages of the conventional quadratic boost 

converter, high gain quadratic boost converters can be used to get higher voltage 

conversion ratio with one switch and different high step-up cells.  

 

 This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefs the derived high gain topologies 

based on a quadratic boost converter. The component analysis is performed concerning the 

component count and cost which is elaborated in section 3. Section 4 detailed the modes of 

operation the best topology obtained from the component analysis. The simulation study is 

performed on the proposed topology and presented in section 5. Furthermore, a fault 

tolerant structure is suggested for CIQB topology in section 6. A 40 W prototype is built to 

confirm the results and those results are discussed in detail in section 7. Finally, the paper is 

concluded in section 8.  

2. Proposed Topologies 

   

 Four topologies are proposed by high step-up cells such as voltage-lift, voltage 

multiplier and coupler inductor. The comparison of topologies is done to select the best out 

of them for high voltage applications. In this section, the four topologies considered for 

comparison are discussed. Figure 1 shows the power circuit of the proposed topologies.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 
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(c) 

 
(d)  

Figure 1: Proposed high gain quadratic boost converter. 

(a) CIQB (b) VMQB (c) VLQB (d) SIQB 

 

2.1 Coupled Inductor based Quadratic Boost (CIQB) converter 

 Figure. 1 (a) shows the circuit diagram of CIQB topology.  In this circuit, to achieve 

high voltage, an inductor is inserted and it is coupled with the second inductor of the 

quadratic boost converter. In addition to that, passive clamp circuit (a diode and capacitor) 

is added to recycle the leakage inductance energy during the off period of the switch to 

alleviate the spikes in power switch of the converter. Steady-state analysis is performed on 

the converter and the results are tabulated in table 1. 

 

2.2 Voltage Multiplier based Quadratic Boost (VMQB) converter 

 Figure. 1 (b) shows the circuit diagram of VMQB topology.  In this circuit, to achieve 

high voltage, Voltage Multiplier (VM) cell is integrated with the quadratic boost converter. 

The gain of the converter can be expanded by adding several VM cells to the converter. The 

VM cell is made of diodes and capacitors. 

  

2.3 Voltage Lift based Quadratic Boost (VLQB) converter 

  The power circuit diagram of this topology is given in figure 1 (c). Similar to the 

previous topologies, the gain of the converter is increased by adding Voltage-Lift (VL) cell 

to the quadratic boost converter. The VL cell is made of inductors, diodes and capacitor. 

  

2.4 Switch Inductor based Quadratic Boost (SIQB) converter 

 Figure. 1 (d) shows the circuit diagram of SIQB topology.  In this circuit, to achieve high 

voltage, Switched Inductor (SI) cell is integrated with the quadratic boost converter. The SI 

cell is made of diodes and inductors. The operation of the diode is different for ON and 

OFF period of the converter. This switching behavior increases the voltage conversion ratio 

of the converter. Table 1 shows the voltage gain of the four proposed topologies from 

steady-state analysis and their respective switch voltage stress. In addition to that, the 

design formulae of the converters are also listed in table 1.  
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Table 1: Performance analysis of four topologies 
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3. Component Analysis 

 
 In this section study of components was done according to the parameters required by 

the different topologies. Each component was analyzed and compared on the basis of their 

characteristics and availability in the market. Various models of each element of the circuit 

were examined with the help of datasheets provided by the manufacturer. The aim of the 

study was to find out best commercially available option for the components in par with 

circuit requirements. The aim is to determine the efficiency of the converter and making it 

cheap, compact and lightweight as much as possible considering the design constraints 

which enhance the performance.  

   Each component is studied to compare and analyze their properties and 

characteristics. The converter topologies consist of inductors and coupled inductor. All the 

inductors were considered and differentiated by their attributes like core, cost, weight, 

dimensions, DC resistance, etc. All the capacitors were studied and compared by their 

characteristics like cost, weight, dimensions, Equivalent Series Resistance (ESR), ripple 

current, operating temperature, etc. 

  The converter topologies consist of diodes with different voltage ratings in the 

circuits. All the diodes were divided by reverse voltage and forward current and compared 

on the basis of commercial availability and data sheets provided by the manufacturers. 

Further, each diode also compared by their forward voltage, forward resistance, weight, 

dimensions, price, and operating temperature. Each converter topology consists of the 

single switch with different maximum voltage (stress) across it. Switches were selected 

according to the voltage rating required in the circuit and compared on the basis of 

commercial availability and data sheets provided by the manufacturers and their 

characteristics like drain-source resistance and voltage, weight, dimensions, price, operating 

temperature. Number of elements present in each topology and its total cost are 

summarized.  

 

  Table 2 shows the summarized analysis of the four topologies. The ratings chosen for 

both the performance and component analysis are Po= 40 W, Vg= 12 V, Vo= 96 V, Ro= 

230 Ω. 
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Table 2: Component analysis of the topologies 

 CIQB VMQB 

Components 
No. of 

Elements 
Price(�) 

No. of 

Elements 
Price (� ) 

Inductor 2 319.89 3 659.74 

Diode 4 136.23 4 144.02 

Switch 1 57.73 1 57.73 

Capacitor 3 63.48 4 90.26 

Total 10 577.33 12 951.75 

 VLQB SIQB 

Components 
No. of 

Elements 
Price(�) 

No. of 

Elements 
Price (� ) 

Inductor 3 760.69 3 629.28 

Diode 5 170.88 6 195.54 

Switch 1 94.06 1 94.06 

Capacitor 3 53.78 2 29.57 

Total 12 1079.41 12 948.45 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 2: Component analysis of four topologies (a) Number of components (b) Total 

cost of the elements in rupees. 

 

Performance and component analysis was done for the four designed topologies of high 

gain quadratic boost dc-dc converter. From the component and cost analysis, CIQB 

topology has lower weight and cost as compared to the other topologies. From the 

performance analysis, power loss across each element is also found out and hence total 

power loss in different topologies was determined. Further, from the result, CIQB topology 

is more efficient as compared to the other topologies. Thus, henceforth CIQB topology is 

selected for detailed study for working operation through simulations and hardware 

implementation. Figure 2 and 3(a) present the graphical comparison of the analysis made 
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on the four topologies based on components and efficiency respectively.  The superiority of 

the CIQB topology is proved by comparing it with the high gain converters proposed in 

[14] [15]. The high gain converters chosen for comparison are Switched-Capacitor/ 

Coupled Inductor (SCCI) topology [14] and Boost/Sepic [15] based topology. The voltage 

conversion ratio is observed to be higher compared to the converter in [15] and also higher 

for the duty cycle > 0.5 when compared with the converter in [14]. 

 

Let 

Vf = Forward voltage drop in diode 

Rf = diode internal resistance 

Rds(on) = ON state resistance of the switch 

VO = Output voltage 

RO = Load resistance 

rL = Inductor internal resistance 

D = duty cycle 

fS = Switching frequency 

CO= Switch output capacitance 

 

Total losses in SIQB and VLQB converter is expressed as 

P&�����'()� �
V�

R�
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[1 − D]
,
 DR-�(�.) + f�C�R�
/
+ V�R� 01+ 1 + D
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 ,3 + 1 2
1 − D +V! + I�R!1 − D,34

+ 5[1 + D]I�[1 − D]
 6



r�� + + I�1 − D,
 r�
� + + I�1 − D,
 r�


+ P�89(&���:�)                                                                                                (1) 

 

P&���(<�()) = V�

R�
 *+ 4 − D

[1 − D]
,
 DR-�(�.) + f�C�R�
/
+ V�R� 01+ 1 + 2D

[1 − D]
, +V! + [1 + 2D]I�R![1 − D]
 ,3 + 11 + D
1 − D +V! + I�R!1 − D,34

+ 5[1 + 2D]I�[1 − D]
 6



r�� + + I�1 − D,
 r�
� + + I�1 − D,
 r�


+ P�89(&���:�)                                                                                                 (2) 

 

Equations (1) and (2) represents the total losses encountered in SIQB and VLQB 

converter respectively. Similarly, the losses in the other two converters are calculated and 

their comparison is given in figure 3 (a). It is also noted that the efficiency of CIQB 

converter is superior compared to other converters.  

 

Modes of operation of CIQB topology 
  CIQB operation is divided into three modes depending upon the flow of current in the 

circuit. The modes are described based on switching condition, i.e., ON and OFF condition 

of the switch.   

Mode 1: t0 < t < t1 

   In mode 1 the switch is ON, thus the currents iL1 and iLm flow thorough switch 

and the diode D2 didn’t conduct due to which C1 starts discharging through coupled 

inductor Lm which make secondary side of mutual inductor conductive and current flows 
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through diode D4 to the load resistor while the output capacitor Co charges up during this 

period. 

Mode 2: t1 < t < t2  

  In mode 2, the switch goes OFF state from ON state and during this period the 

diode, D2 starts conducting while D1 behave as the open circuit and the inductors discharge 

in this mode. The output capacitor Co starts discharging in this mode through the load 

resistor, Ro. Diode D3 and capacitor Cc constitute the passive clamp circuit and it is used to 

recycle the leakage energy to avoid the stresses across the switch.  

Mode 3: t2 < t < t3  

  In this mode switch is still in OFF state and during this period, diode D3 is turned 

OFF. Similar to the previous mode, the output capacitor Co discharges through the load 

resistor. Figures 4 (a) and (b) furnish the voltage and current through the components of 

CIQB topology. 

   

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3:  Performance analysis (a) Losses in four proposed topologies (b) Comparison 

of voltage gain versus duty cycle of CIQB topology with other topologies [14] [15] in 

literature. 

4. Simulation results of CIQB converter 

 

  From the simulation, waveforms were analyzed across each element to study the 

behavior of the element working in the circuit. The simulation diagram for CIQB is shown 

in figure 6 (a). The simulation is performed using PSIM software. The parameters used in 

the simulation are shown in table 3. All parameters are used after the calculation is done for 

the components at 162 KHz frequency and 0.33 duty cycle. 
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 (a)                                             (b) 

Figure 4:  Waveforms across elements of CIQB topology (a) Voltage waveforms          

(b) current waveforms 
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Table 3: Simulation Parameters 

Parameters Values 

Input voltage 12 V 

Input inductor 4 uH 

Capacitors 10 uF 

Coupled Inductor 

Turns ratio (N1:N2) 

 

1:2 

Magnetizing inductor 18 µH 

Switching Frequency 
162 

KHz 

Duty Ratio 0.33 

Load Resistance(R0) 98 ohms 

 

  The simulated circuit in figure 5 (a) depicts the values of L and C selected for the 

simulation study and the result obtained is also given in this figure.  The output voltage of 

CIQB topology is determined for 0.33 duty cycle and the result is exhibited in figure 5 (b). 

For this particular duty cycle, the output voltage is 62.5 V which matches closely with the 

theoretical result obtained from the voltage gain formula of CIQB topology. The value of L 

and C for the chosen switching frequency is calculated from the equations given in table 1.  

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 5: Simulation results (a) Simulated CIQB topology in psim (b) output voltage for 

0.25 duty cycle. 

5. Fault-tolerant CIQB topology 
   Fault analysis is necessary to prevent power converter from getting more 

damaged as to avoid the malfunctioning of the whole system. We aim to construct a circuit 

to identify Open-Circuit Fault (OCF) and Short-Circuit Fault (SCF) and also to provide 

remedial measures as required. This section is about fault analysis in Coupled Inductor 

based quadratic boost converter and remedial measures to be taken to rectify it. The circuit 

consists of magnetic components and the proposed method utilizes voltage and current for 

fault diagnosis and remedial measures respectively. The switch fault can be easily identified 

by sensing the gate-driver signals and inductor voltage. Furthermore, the fault detection is 

implemented with a simple digital circuit, and it can be built-in with the control circuit. 
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5.1 Fault analysis using magnetic components 

In order to maintain the reliability of the system, fault analysis is necessary. The switch 

fault diagnosis method for various topologies of dc-dc converter operating in Continuous 

Conduction Mode (CCM) has been proposed which uses magnetic components for fault 

diagnosis i.e. to identify the open-circuit and short-circuit fault. Two components for 

extraction to diagnosis the switch fault is 

• Magnetic components from an auxiliary winding.  

• Gate driver signal from the control circuit  

 Since magnetic components are necessarily present in any dc-dc converters, this strategy is 

most superior to traditional strategies concerning the size [16]. The diagnostic circuit used 

for fault detection is given in figure 6.  

 
Figure 6:  Simple diagnostic circuit in [16] 

   Fault characteristics extracted by combining inductor voltage, VL and gate 

signal, Vg. The logical information i.e. high or low value of gate driver signal, Vg and 

positive, negative value of diagnostic voltage, VL is adequate for fault diagnosis. The 

magnitude of diagnostic voltage VL is not required at all. The analog signal VL has to be 

reassigned to a logical signal, Vb using the comparator i.e. VL > Vc, Vb =1. Similarly 

when, VL < Vc, Vb=0, where Vc is the constant value used in the comparator to compare 

the inductor voltage VL. Switch fault can be detected by comparing VL and Vg. When 

Vb=Vg, the converter is normal. When Vb and Vg are not identical during the time Vg=1, 

OCF occurs. When Vb and Vg are not identical during the time Vg=0,  SCF occurs. The 

output signals of NAND logic gate are OCF and SCF signals. OCF signal is low pulse 

under open-circuit fault and SCF signal is low pulse under short-circuit fault.  

 

5.2 Fault detection and identification of CIQB topology 

 

After considering all the methods proposed in the literature, we have found out that the 

method most suitable for fault analysis of all general-purpose DC-DC converter is using the 

magnetic component method. This method uses the voltage from input inductor (VL) of 

CIQB topology and the pulse (Vg) given to switch. For our analysis, we have used 

MATLAB Simulink software and we have introduced the fault at 0.05 sec and observed 

that there is dip in the output voltage at 0.05 sec both for open-circuit and short-circuit 

fault. In both OCF and SCF the output voltage starts decreasing with respect to time. This 

observation has been further used for the analysis and to apply the proper remedial measure 

which has been discussed further through the following section. 
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(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 7: Fault detection and identification (a) Open-circuit fault analysis (b) Short-

circuit fault analysis 

 

The simulation results of the fault diagnostic circuit under open-circuit and the short-circuit 

fault condition are shown in figures 7 (a) and (b) with various parameters used for fault 

diagnosis. In case of an open-circuit fault, OCF signal goes to zero as given figure 7 (a) and 

subsequently it fluctuates due to the absence of delay circuit. Similarly, in case of short-

circuit fault, SCF signal goes to zero as given figure 7 (b). Hence, using these OCF and 

SCF signals the type of fault can be easily detected with this simple logic circuit. 

The reconfigured structure of CIQB topology is achieved by adding an auxiliary switch to 

the converter with solid-state relays. Once the fault occurs, the auxiliary switch comes to 

action and it will be treated as a normal working condition. An auxiliary switch is used in 

parallel to the main switch with the help of relay and the relay switching is controlled using 

the remedial circuit. The current of the input inductor which is nearest to the switch is given 

to the threshold of the remedial circuit which takes care of the isolation of the faulty switch. 

Figures 8 (a) and (b) give the output voltage of CIQB topology at both the fault conditions 

and the recovery of converter’s output voltage to its steady-state value with the help of 

remedial circuit. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 8: Results of reconfigured CIQB topology (a) Open-circuit fault remedial result 

(b) Short-circuit fault remedial result 

   

Hardware results 

   A 40 W prototype is built to validate the results obtained from the theoretical 

analysis. The hardware circuit consists of a flyback transformer with model no. WE-

MIDCOM 750311889 which is used as a coupled inductor. It is a special type of 

transformer, for generating a high voltage at a relatively high frequency. The switch is used 

here is MOSFET with model no. IRF540. It has fast switching, low on-resistance and cost-

effectiveness. It has a very simple drive requirement. IRF540 is coupled with 

MOSFET/IGBT driver IC with model no.IR2155. It is a self-oscillating power MOSFET 

driver having high speed and high voltage with both high and low side output channel. It’s 

a programmable oscillator in which frequency can be varied and it can be used for various 

duty cycles for various applications. Figure 10 (f) shows the hardware model for depicted 

CIQB circuit and the result of hardware observed.   

Figures 9 (a) - (e) present the results obtained from the CIQB hardware circuit. Gate 

pulse is shown in figure 9 (a) with the duty cycle of 0.33. Figure 9 (b) presents the result 

obtained for 0.33 duty cycle which closely matches with the simulation result depicted in 

figure 5 (b). Maximum voltage stress across the switch is given in figure 9 (c) which is 

equal to 26 V that closely satisfies the theoretical formula Vg/(1-D)2. Similarly, the 

capacitor voltages are also obtained which validates the results from the analytical study. 

Table 4 shows the validation of the results obtained from the hardware implementation. 
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(a)                                     (b) 

 

.  

(c)           (d) 

 

 
(e)          (f) 

Figure 9: Hardware results of CIQB topology (a) Gate pulse (b) output voltage (c) 

Switch voltage (d) clamp capacitor (Cc) voltage (e) input capacitor (C1) voltage (f) 

Photograph of CIQB topology. 

 

   

Table 4: Validation of results 
Parameters Theoretical formula Theoretical  

Result (V) 

Hardware  

Result (V) 

Voltage gain 1 + n(1 − D)
(1 − D)
  

62.5 60 

Switch voltage stress V(1 − D)
 
27 26 

Input Capacitor voltage V1 − D 
17 14 

Clamp capacitor voltage V(1 − D)
 
27 26 
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6. Conclusion 
In this paper, high gain quadratic boost converters are considered for performance and 

component analysis. We estimated the total cost for each topology based on the component 

selected. Further, performance analysis was performed on the four designed topologies 

from which power losses and efficiency are determined. After that, from the results of 

component and performance analysis, CIQB topology is found to have the lowest losses, 

cost, weight and higher efficiency. The modes of operation of this topology are studied 

thoroughly to explore the superiority features of the proposed CIQB topology. CIQB 

topology is simulated, an output waveform is obtained. For the remedial purpose, an 

auxiliary switch is connected parallel to the main switch which is connected in series with 

the help of a relay. The operating signal is fed to relay from the remedial circuit. For 

designing the remedial circuit the current through the inductor nearest to the source is 

analyzed. With this remedial circuit, it is observed that after the fault occurrence, the CIQB 

converter reaches its normal working condition within a few milliseconds. Theoretical 

study is validated with simulation study performed in MATLAB/Simulink. Finally, the 

proposed CIQB topology is validated through and hardware implementation. 
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